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In two-mode interferometry, for a given total photon number N , entangled Fock state superpo-
sitions of the form (|N −m〉a|m〉b + ei(N−2m)φ|m〉a|N −m〉b)/
√
2 have been considered for phase
estimation. Indeed all such states are maximally mode-entangled and violate a Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality. However, they differ in their optimal phase estimation capabili-
ties as given by their quantum Fisher informations. The quantum Fisher information is the largest
for the N00N state (|N〉a|0〉b+eiNφ|0〉a|N〉b)/
√
2 and decreases for the other states with decreasing
photon number difference between the two modes. We ask the question whether for any particular
Clauser-Horne (CH) (or CHSH) inequality, the maximal values of the CH (or the CHSH) functional
for the states of the above type follow the same trend as their quantum Fisher informations, while
also violating the classical bound whenever the states are capable of sub-shot-noise phase estima-
tion, so that the violation can be used to quantify sub-shot-noise sensitivity. We explore CH and
CHSH inequalities in a homodyne setup. Our results show that the amount of violation in those
nonlocality tests may not be used to quantify sub-shot-noise sensitivity of the above states.
PACS numbers: 42.50.-p, 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Ud
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement lies at the heart of various applications of quantum information processing, such as quantum com-
putation, quantum key distribution, and quantum metrology [1]. In optical quantum information processing where
interferometry is a widely used tool, the entanglement between the interfering modes is of high pertinence [2]. For
example, in two-mode optical metrology [3], numerous mode-entangled states of both definite and indefinite photon
numbers have been proposed that achieve phase sensitivities beyond the shot-noise limit—also known as supersen-
sitivity [4]. In the definite photon number case, the N -photon N00N state 1/
√
2(|N〉a|0〉b + |0〉a|N〉b) (where a, b
denote the modes) achieves the so-called Heisenberg limit δφ = 1/N [3], providing a quadratic enhancement over the
shot-noise limit of 1/
√
N . (Note that δφ denotes the uncertainty in the phase estimate. The smaller the value of δφ,
the better the precision.) Further, N -photon states of the form
(N −m) :: m ≡ 1√
2
(|N −m〉a|m〉b + ei(N−2m)φ|m〉a|N −m〉b),
0 ≤ m < N/2, {N,m} ∈ Z≥0, (1)
which include the N00N state (m = 0), have been studied in the context of phase estimation in the presence of photon
loss and have been shown to be potentially more robust than the N00N states under such conditions [5]. The role
of entanglement in quantum enhanced phase estimation has been investigated extensively. It has been established
that in two-mode linear interferometry entanglement in the probe photons is a necessary condition (although not
sufficient) for achieving supersensitivity [6].
Entanglement is intriguingly related to quantum nonlocality. Quantum nonlocality refers to the incompatibility of
quantum mechanics with local hidden-variable theories, and is revealed by entangled quantum states via the violation
of Bell’s inequalities [7]. All entangled pure states of a multipartite system with multilevels are known to violate a Bell’s
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2inequality, a result known as Gisin’s theorem [8]. The initial attempts at tests of Bell’s inequalities were devised for,
and performed on spin systems or on the polarization degree of freedom of photons. In 1998, Gilchrist et al., showed
that Bell-type quantum nonlocality tests could also be performed on optical quantum states entangled over spatial
modes [9]. Using a continuous phase quadrature measurement, based on balanced homodyne detection, they showed
that a pair-coherent state could be used to demonstrate Bell-type quantum nonlocality. Later, Munro considered
such a measurement, and derived the optimal states that exhibited maximal Bell-inequality violations [10]. In 1999,
Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz introduced yet another approach to perform quantum nonlocality tests on mode-entangled
states with an unbalanced homodyne-based setup followed by suitable photon number or parity measurements. They
showed that the state 1/
√
2(|1〉a|0〉b + |0〉a|1〉b) violates the Bell-Clauser-Horne (CH) [11] and Bell-Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt (CHSH) [12] inequalities with such a scheme [13]. Using this scheme, Wildfeuer et al. studied the
violations exhibited by N00N states of different photon numbers N , and found strong violations for N > 1 [14].
Later Gerry et al., also using the the same scheme, showed that entangled coherent states exhibit even stronger
maximal violations of the above Bell’s inequalities than the N00N states [15].
In this paper, we investigate the Bell violations exhibited by the (N−m) :: m states given in Eq. (1) with respect to
CH and CHSH inequalities based on balanced and unbalanced homodyne detection. Contrary to the usual motivation
of using entangled quantum states to demonstrate nonlocality of quantum mechanics, our motivation is to investigate
the relationship, if any, between the quantum nonlocality and the phase sensitivity of the (N −m) :: m states. In
Section II, we elaborate on this motive. We discuss some general attributes of the (N − m) :: m states for phase
estimation. Further, we hypothesize a general relationship between quantum nonlocality and phase sensitivity of mode
entangled states and infer expected trends in the quantum nonlocality of the (N −m) :: m states with respect to some
particular (a priori unknown) Bell’s inequality. In section III, we briefly describe the homodyne-based Bell-testing
schemes of Gilchrist et al. [9] and Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz [13] to study quantum nonlocality of mode-entangled
states. In section IV we study the maximal violations of CH and CHSH inequalities by the (N −m) :: m states in
both the homodyne-based setups. In section V, we discuss the validity of our hypothesis in light of the results of the
homodyne-based Bell-test for the (N −m) :: m states and conclude with a brief summary.
II. MOTIVATION
The (N −m) :: m states of Eq. (1) were introduced as a generalization of the N00N state with nonzero photons in
both modes. Just like the N00N state, they are all maximally entangled. The logarithmic negativity parameter [16],
which is a well-known measure of bipartite entanglement, captures this fact, since it evaluates to be ε = log 2 for all
such states. (See Appendix A for the calculation. We consider natural logarithm. Note that the value of logarithmic
negativity for the states equals log of the Schmidt rank [17] of the states.) Also, they all violate the CHSH inequality
given by ∣∣〈A(α)⊗B(β)〉+ 〈A(α′)⊗B(β)〉+ 〈A(α)⊗B(β′)〉 − 〈A(α′)⊗B(β′)〉∣∣ ≤ 2, (2)
maximally at the Tsirelson bound [18] of 2
√
2 using observables
A(α) = Γz cosα+ Γx sinα,
B(β) = Γz cosβ + Γx sinβ, (3)
where
Γz =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k|k〉〈k|,
Γx =
N∑
k=0
|k〉〈N − k|. (4)
The optimal measurement settings are α = 0, α′ = pi/2, β = −β′ as determined by Gisin and Peres [19].
However, the states in Eq. (1) differ in their phase sensitivities in interferometric phase estimation. The quantum
Cramer-Rao bound (QCRB) [20], which is the inverse square-root of the quantum Fisher information (QFI), and
determines the maximal phase sensitivity achievable with a state (independent of the detection scheme), captures this
fact. The QCRB of a (N −m) :: m state under ideal lossless conditions evaluates to be
δφQCRB =
1√
FQ
=
1
N − 2m, (5)
3where FQ denotes the QFI. (Note that the larger the QFI, the smaller the δφQCRB, which in turn implies better phase
sensitivity.) Since the shot-noise limit for a state with total photon number N is given by δφ = 1/
√
N , among the
states in Eq. (1) for a total photon number N , only those that satisfy m < (N − √N)/2 are capable of achieving
supersensitivity. Fig. (1) shows a plot of the QCRB of the different states of the form in Eq. (1) corresponding to
N = 10. Evidently, the states 10 :: 0, 9 :: 1, 8 :: 2 and 7 :: 3 are capable of achieving phase supersensitivity.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The QCRB on phase sensitivity of (N −m) :: m states of total photon number N = 10, in the absence
of photon losses. The phase sensitivity is described in terms of the minimum detectable phase change δφ. The black (solid)
line and the red (dashed) line denote the shot-noise (SNL, 1/
√
N) and Heisenberg (HL, 1/N) limits, respectively.
While the N00N states are capable of supersensitive phase estimation under lossless conditions, they decohere
under loss of even a single photon, and with that drops their performance. Whereas, some of the (N − m) :: m
states, although not optimally sensitive under ideal conditions, nevertheless perform better than the corresponding
N00N state in the presence of decoherence. Huver et al. showed that a (N −m) :: m state is immune to the loss
of up to m photons, and hence, can provide quantum-enhanced phase sensitivity under tolerable amounts of photon
loss [5]. Jiang et al. investigated the phase sensitivity and visibility of interference fringes of the states in Eq. (1)
with a detection scheme based on photon number parity measurement, and prescribed the optimal choice of N and
m for any given condition of photon loss [5]. Roy-Bardhan et al. showed that the optimal (N −m) :: m state in the
presence of photon loss performs just as well as the corresponding N00N state when dephasing noise is also present,
while offering a better phase sensitivity than the latter given the photon loss [5].
The connection between quantum nonlocality and phase sensitivity: A Hypothesis
As mentioned above, the (N − m) :: m states, although all maximally entangled and nonlocal with respect to a
CHSH inequality, differ in their phase sensitivities. We ask the question whether for any particular CHSH (or CH)
inequality, the maximal values of the CHSH (or the CH) functional for the (N − m) :: m states follow the same
trend as their QFIs, while also violating the classical bound whenever the states are capable of supersensitivity. We
hypothesize quantum nonlocality (with respect to some particular a priori unknown CHSH or CH inequality) as an
intrinsic resource for quantum phase estimation. Based on the QCRB of (N −m) :: m states, we then anticipate the
following trend in the maximal values of such a Bell’s inequality functional for the different (N −m) :: m states:
1. When a (N −m) :: m state is capable of supersensitivity, the maximal value of the functional must violate the
Bell’s inequality
2. Among the different (N−m) :: m states for a given total photon number N , the maximal value of the functional
must be largest for the corresponding N00N state, and should decrease with decrease in the photon number
difference N − 2m;
3. (N −m) :: m states of different total photon numbers N , but of the same photon number difference N − 2m,
must exhibit equal maximal values of the functional.
The statement 1 quintessentially captures the hypothesized connection between supersensitivity and quantum non-
locality. For a given total photon number N , the QCRB of Eq. (5) tells us that the optimal phase sensitivities of
different (N −m) :: m states decreases when one moves from the N :: 0 state, i.e. the corresponding N00N state,
towards the separable state |N/2〉|N/2〉. That forms the basis of statement 2. Also, we know that the optimal phase
4sensitivities of all (N − m) :: m states with the same photon number difference between the two modes, namely
N − 2m, are identical. That forms the basis of statement 3.
In order to test the above hypothesis, we will consider CH and CHSH inequalities based on homodyne detection.
III. BELL TESTS FOR MODE-ENTANGLED STATES BASED ON HOMODYNE DETECTION
First of all, we briefly review two different Bell-testing schemes for any state |ψ〉a,b over two modes aˆ and bˆ, proposed
by Gilchrist et al. [9] and Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz [13], based on balanced and unbalanced homodyning, respectively.
A. Balanced homodyning
Consider the scheme described in Fig. 2. A strong local oscillator field  is mixed on to each of the two modes
aˆ and bˆ of the state |ψ〉a,b through a 50:50 beam splitter, resulting in new field modes cˆ = [aˆ+  exp(iθ)] /
√
2,
cˆ′ = [aˆ−  exp(iθ)] /√2 and dˆ, dˆ′ likewise, respectively. The photocurrent differences cˆ†cˆ− cˆ′†cˆ′ and dˆ†dˆ− dˆ′†dˆ′, when
measured, yield the quadrature phase amplitudes Xˆaθ(θ′) and Xˆ
b
ϕ(ϕ′), given by
Xˆaθ = aˆe
−iθ + aˆ†eiθ,
Xˆbϕ = bˆe
−iϕ + bˆ†eiϕ, (6)
(up to a factor of ). Here, θ and ϕ act as control variables for the choice of observables to be measured on each half
of the original two-mode state. Since we deal with bosonic modes, when the angle θ (or ϕ) is chosen to be 0 and pi/2,
these measurements correspond to measuring the position and momentum quadratures of the mode, respectively. The
construction of Bell’s inequalities requires the measurement of at least two non-commuting observables on each mode.
For example, the CH and CHSH inequalities require the measurement of precisely two non-commuting observables
on each mode. Therefore, by choosing distinct values for the local oscillator phases θ, θ′ (and ϕ, ϕ′), these Bell’s
inequalities can be tested using the balanced homodyne-based scheme.
|ψ〉a,b
bˆ′
aˆ′


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FIG. 2: (Color online) A schematic diagram of the balanced homodyne-based Bell-testing technique for a mode-entangled state
|ψ〉a,b. Strong classical local oscillator fields  are mixed on to each of the two modes aˆ and bˆ through 50:50 beam splitters.
The difference photocurrent in the output modes is then measured to determine the quadrature phase amplitudes.
The outcomes of the quadrature phase amplitude measurement of the above type on the two modes are continuous
variables, which we denote by x1 and x2, respectively. In the joint measurement of observables Xˆ
a
θ and Xˆ
b
ϕ on a state
|ψ〉a,b, the probability of obtaining results x1, x2 is given by
Px1x2(θ, ϕ) = |〈x1, x2|ψa,b〉|2, (7)
where |x1〉 and |x2〉 are position eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator hamiltonian
〈xi|n〉 = 1√
2nn!
√
pi
e−inαe−x
2
i /2Hn(xi), (8)
5Hn(xi) being the n
th Hermite polynomial, and α the phase of the local oscillator (θ for x1 and ϕ for x2). For the
(N −m) :: m state, Px1x2 is found to be
Px1x2(θ, ϕ)
=
1
2pi
e−(x
2
1+x
2
2)
2N (N −m)!m!
∣∣∣e−i((N−m)θ+mϕ)HN−m(x1)Hm(x2) + e−i(mθ+(N−m)ϕ−(N−2m)φ)Hm(x1)HN−m(x2)∣∣∣2 . (9)
The CH and CHSH inequalities also require binary results at each mode. Thus, in order to test these inequalities,
the continuous outcomes x1 and x2 are classified into two bins: 1 if xi ≥ 0 and 0 if xi < 0. The probability of obtaining
different combinations of binary results at each mode, as well as marginal probabilities for different outcomes in each
individual mode, can now be calculated by integrating Px1x2 over suitable integration limits for x1 and x2. For
instance, the probability of obtaining a result of 1 in both the modes, and the marginal probability of obtaining 1 in
mode aˆ, and 1 in mode bˆ are given by
P11(θ, ϕ) =
∫ ∞
0
dx1
∫ ∞
0
dx2Px1x2(θ, ϕ),
P1a(θ) =
∫ ∞
0
dx1
∫ ∞
−∞
dx2Px1x2(θ, ϕ),
P1b(ϕ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx1
∫ ∞
0
dx2Px1x2(θ, ϕ). (10)
Also, the correlation function E(θ, ϕ) ≡ 〈Xˆaθ Xˆbϕ〉 can be calculated as
E(θ, ϕ) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
dx1dx2 sgn(x1x2)Px1x2(θ, ϕ), (11)
where sgn(x) is the sign function, which is defined to be 1 when the argument x is greater than or equal to zero, and
−1 otherwise.
B. Unbalanced homodyning
This scheme is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, strong coherent states |γa〉 and |γb〉 (|γa(b)| → ∞) from a shared
local oscillator, are mixed on the modes aˆ and bˆ of the state |ψ〉a,b through highly transmittive beam splitters (the
transmittivity T → 1). This results in the beam splitters acting as effective displacement operators Dˆ(γa(b)
√
1− T )
on the modes aˆ and bˆ, where Dˆ(λ) = exp(λaˆ†−λ∗aˆ) [21]. The complex parameters α = γa
√
1− T and β = γb
√
1− T
act as control variables for measurements on the two modes analogous to the choice of the local oscillator phases in the
balanced homodyning scheme described earlier.The two displaced modes that result from unbalanced homodyning
are subsequently measured. We consider two different types of detectors to perform the measurements: a) on-off
photodetectors and b) photon number parity detectors. For distinct values of the complex parameter in each mode,
e.g., α, α′ in mode aˆ (or β, β′ in mode bˆ), the observables corresponding to the action of these detectors on the
displaced modes turn out to be non-commuting, thereby allowing to test the CH and CHSH inequalities using the
scheme.
An on-off photodetector distinguishes between the events of ‘no incident photons’ and ‘one or more incident pho-
tons’. Assuming lossless detectors, the positive operator valued measure (POVM) corresponding to such an operation
following the unbalanced homodyning of Fig. 3, e.g. in mode aˆ, can be written as Qˆ(α) + Pˆ (α) = Iˆ, where
Qˆ(α) = Dˆ(α)|0〉〈0|Dˆ†(α),
Pˆ (α) = Dˆ(α)
∞∑
n=1
|n〉〈n|Dˆ†(α). (12)
For a normalized two-mode state |ψ〉a,b, the expectation value Pa(α) = 〈ψ|Pˆ (α) ⊗ Iˆ|ψ〉 gives the probability of
registering a single detector click in mode aˆ (where the mode labels a, b have been suppressed for convenience).
Likewise, the expectation value Pab(α, β) = 〈ψ|Pˆa(α)⊗Pˆb(β)|ψ〉 gives the probability of observing correlated detector
click events in the two modes. The functions P and Q here are analogous to the probabilities of outcomes 1 and 0 in
6|ψ〉a,b
Dˆb(β)
bˆ
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FIG. 3: (Color online) A schematic diagram of the unbalanced homodyne-based Bell-testing technique for a mode-entangled
state |ψ〉a,b. A strong local oscillator is mixed on to each of the two modes aˆ and bˆ through highly transmittive beam splitters
(transmittivity T ≈ 1), resulting in a displacement operation. The modes are subsequently detected using photon number or
parity measurements.
the balanced homodyning-based setup, respectively. Due to the completeness relation Qˆ(α)+Pˆ (α) = Iˆ, the single and
correlated detector-click probabilities can be written in terms of the no-click probabilities Qa(α) = 〈ψ|Qˆ(α)⊗ Iˆ|ψ〉,
Qb(β) = 〈ψ|Iˆ ⊗ Qˆ(β)|ψ〉, and Qab(α, β) = 〈ψ|Qˆa(α)⊗ Qˆb(β)|ψ〉, as
Pa(α) = 1−Qa(α),
Pb(β) = 1−Qb(β),
Pab(α, β) = 1−Qa(α)−Qb(β) +Qab(α, β). (13)
The correlated no-click probability Qab(α, β) is related to the two-mode Q function of the state |ψ〉ab (up to a factor
of 1/pi2), since Qab(α, β) = 〈ψ| (|α〉〈α| ⊗ |β〉〈β|) |ψ〉 = | 〈α, β|ψ〉 |2. It is for this reason that Bell tests based on
the unbalanced homodyning technique are sometimes referred to as tests for nonlocality in phase space. For the
(N −m) :: m state, the functions Qa(α), Qb(β) and Qab(α, β) are found to be
Qa(α;N,m) =
1
2
e−|α|
2
( |α|2(N−m)
(N −m)! +
|α|2m
m!
)
Qb(β;N,m) =
1
2
e−|β|
2
( |β|2(N−m)
(N −m)! +
|β|2m
m!
)
Qab(α, β;N,m) =
1
2(N −m)!m!e
−(|α|2+|β|2)
×
[
|αN−mβm|2 + |αmβN−m|2 + ei(N−2m)φ (αβ∗)N−m (α∗β)m + e−i(N−2m)φ (αβ∗)m (α∗β)N−m
]
. (14)
We now describe a photon number parity detector. The photon number parity operator for a single mode is defined
by
Πˆ = (−1)nˆ =
∞∑
k=0
(|2k〉〈2k| − |2k + 1〉〈2k + 1|), (15)
where nˆ is the number operator associated with the mode [22]. It distinguishes between the even and odd photon
number components of the state of the mode. The POVM for parity measurements in a single mode, following the
unbalanced homodyning of Fig. 3, can be written as Πˆ(α) = Dˆ(α)ΠˆDˆ†(α). For a state |ψ〉, the joint measurement of
the parity operators in the two modes leads to the correlation function
Πab(α, β) = 〈ψ|Πˆ(α)⊗ Πˆ(β)|ψ〉,
= 〈ψ|Dˆa(α)(−1)nˆaDˆ†a(α)⊗ Dˆb(β)(−1)nˆbDˆ†b(β)|ψ〉, (16)
7which is proportional to the two-mode Wigner function of the state (up to a factor of 4/pi2). For the (N −m) :: m
state, Πab(α, β) is found to be:
Πab(α, β;N,m) =
(−1)N
2
exp(−2|α|2 − 2|β|2){
LN−m(4|α|2)Lm(4|β|2) + Lm(4|α|2)LN−m(4|β|2)
+ 2Re[exp(i(N − 2m)φ)(α
β
)N−2mLN−2mm (4|α|2)L−(N−2m)N−m (4|β|2)]
}
, (17)
where Lji are the associated Laguerre polynomials [23]. (See Appendix B for the derivation.)
IV. QUANTUM NONLOCALITY OF THE (N −m) :: m STATES BASED ON THE ABOVE HOMODYNE
BELL TESTS
We now describe the testing of CH and CHSH inequalities for the (N −m) :: m states of Eq. (1) based on the two
homodyne-based Bell-testing techniques described above.
A. The Bell-Clauser-Horne test
The CH inequality is a constraint on classical correlations in the space of probability distributions. It can be
constructed out of joint probabilities P (x1, x2|Xa(X ′a), Xb(X ′b)) for obtaining outcomes x1, x2 ∈ {0, 1}, and the
associated marginal probabilities, where Xa, X
′
a and Xb, X
′
b are pairs of non-commuting observables measured on
modes aˆ and bˆ, respectively. For the balanced homodyne-based setup, we construct the CH inequality with the
probabilities P11 of Eq. (10) corresponding to the the joint measurement of observables Xˆ
a
θ (Xˆ
a
θ′) and Xˆ
b
ϕ (Xˆ
b
ϕ′) on
the (N −m) :: m state as −1 ≤ CH ≤ 0, where
CH = P11(θ, ϕ)− P11(θ, ϕ′) + P11(θ′, ϕ) + P11(θ′, ϕ′)− P1a(θ′)− P1b(ϕ). (18)
We numerically extremize CH over the space of the parameters θ, θ′, ϕ, ϕ′ for (N −m) :: m states up to N = 9.
The results are obtained using a Mathematica subroutine, which implements a random-search algorithm for global
optimization. The extremal values are tabulated in Table I. We find that none of the (N − m) :: m states violate
either of the bounds of the inequality.
HHHHN-m
m
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 −0.18 −0.50 −0.45 −0.50 −0.48
1 −0.82 −0.34 −0.50 −0.49 −0.50
2 −0.50 −0.66 −0.26 −0.50 −0.47
3 −0.55 −0.50 −0.74 −0.32 −0.50
4 −0.50 −0.51 −0.50 −0.68 −0.28
5 −0.52 −0.50 −0.53 −0.50 −0.72
TABLE I: The extremal values of CH for the (N −m) :: m states. Values in the lower triangle of the table are the minimum
values for states (N −m) :: m, and those in the upper triangle of the table (bold faced) are the maximum values for states
m :: N −m. We see that none of the states violate the CH inequality.
For the unbalanced homodyne-based set up, we construct the CH combination using the single and correlated
detector-click probabilities of Eq. (13) as
CH = Pab(α, β)− Pab(α, β′) + Pab(α′, β) + Pab(α′, β′)− Pa(α′)− Pb(β). (19)
We numerically extremize CH over the space of the complex parameters α, α′, β and β′ for (N −m) :: m states up
to N = 9. (Note that we optimize over both the real and imaginary parts of these complex parameters). The results
are obtained using a mathematica subroutine, which implements a random-search algorithm for global optimization.
Fig. 4 shows plots of the maximum and minimum values of CH for N00N states up to N = 5. We see that the lower
bound of −1 is violated by the N = 1, 2 states. Wildfeuer et al. showed analytically that in fact all N00N states
corresponding to finitely large photon numbers N violate the lower bound of the inequality, however, by increasingly
8smaller amounts for larger values of N [14]. As for the maximum values, we find that the state corresponding to
N = 1 alone violates the upper bound of 0, while all other higher N00N states optimally attain the bound value of 0.
Fig. 5 shows plots of the maximum and minimum values of CH, respectively, for (N−m) :: m states with N−2m = 1,
for up to a total photon number N = 9. We find that none of the states, other than the 1 :: 0 N00N state, violate
either of the bounds of the CH inequality. Similar optimizations were carried out for N −2m = 2 (N −m) :: m states.
Other than the N00N states, none of them were found to violate the inequality.
CH
m
in
CH
m
a
x
1::0 2::0 3::0 4::0 5::0−1.2
−1.0
−0.8
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−0.2
0.000
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0.015
FIG. 4: (Color online) The maximum (blue, dashed borders) and minimum (red, solid borders) values of the CH functional for
N00N states of N = 1, 2, ..., 5 photons. Lines y = 0 and y = −1 represent the upper and lower bounds of the CH inequality.
We find that states 1 :: 0 and 2 :: 0 violate the lower bound, and the state 1 :: 0 alone violates the upper bound of the inequality.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The maximum (blue, dashed borders) and minimum (red, solid borders) values of the CH functional for
the (N −m) :: m states with photon number difference N − 2m = 1, for up to a total photon number of N = 9. Lines y = 0
and y = −1 represent the upper and lower bounds of the CH inequality. We find that none of the (N −m) :: m states, except
the 1 :: 0 N00N state violate either of the bounds of the inequality.
B. The Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Test
The CHSH inequality is a constraint based on correlation functions −1 ≤ Πab(Xa(X ′a), Xb(X ′b)) ≤ 1, where Xa,
X ′a and Xb, X
′
b are pairs of non-commuting observables measured on modes aˆ and bˆ, respectively. For the balanced
9homodyne-based setup, we construct the CHSH inequality with the correlation function E of Eq. (11) corresponding
to the joint measurement of observables Xˆaθ (Xˆ
a
θ′) and Xˆ
b
ϕ (Xˆ
b
ϕ′) on the (N − m) :: m state as −2 ≤ CHSH ≤ 2,
where
CHSH = E(θ, ϕ) + E(θ′, ϕ) + E(θ, ϕ′)− E(θ′, ϕ′). (20)
The value of CHSH for the (N − m) :: m states of up to N = 9, extremized over the space of the parameters
θ, θ′, ϕ, ϕ′, are tabulated in Table II. Once again, we find that none of the (N −m) :: m states violate any of the
bounds of the inequality.
HHHHN-m
m
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1.27 0 0.21 0 0.10
1 −1.27 0.64 0 0.05 0
2 0 −0.64 0.95 0 0.13
3 −0.21 0 −0.95 0.72 0
4 0 −0.05 0 −0.72 0.90
5 −0.10 0 −0.13 0 −0.90
TABLE II: The extremal values of CHSH for the (N−m) :: m states. Values in the lower triangle of the table are the minimum
values for states (N −m) :: m, and the those in the upper triangle of the table (bold faced) are the maximum values for states
m :: N −m. We see that none of the states violate the CHSH inequality.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The maximum (blue, dashed borders) and minimum (red, solid borders) values of the CHSH functional
for N00N states of N = 1, 2, ..., 10 photons. Lines y = +2 and y = −2 represent the upper and lower bounds of the CHSH
inequality. We find that the 1 :: 0 state violates the lower bound, while none of the states violate the upper bound of the
inequality.
For the unbalanced homodyne-based set up, we construct CHSH using the parity-based correlation function Πab
of Eq. (16) as
CHSH = Πab(α, β) + Πab(α′, β) + Πab(α, β′)−Πab(α′, β′). (21)
We numerically extremize CHSH over the space of the complex parameters α, α′, β and β′ for (N −m) :: m states
up to N = 10. Fig. 6 shows plots of the maximum and minimum values of CHSH for N00N states for up to N = 10.
We see that the minimum value of the functional for the 1 :: 0 N00N state alone violates the lower bound −2 of the
inequality, a result already shown in Ref. [14]. As for the upper bound, we find that none of the N00N states violate
the bound of 2. Fig. 7 shows plots of the maximum and minimum values of CHSH for the (N −m) :: m states with
photon number difference N − 2m = 1 and a total photon number N = 9. Interestingly, we find that all (N −m) :: m
states with N − 2m = 1 violate the lower bound of −2, reaching a minimum value of ≈ −2.2. Needless to say, none of
them violate the upper bound of 2. Similar optimizations were carried out for N − 2m = 2, N − 2m = 3 (N −m) :: m
states; none of them were found to violate either of the bounds of the inequality.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The maximum (blue, dashed borders) and minimum (red, solid borders) values of the CHSH functional
for (N −m) :: m states with photon number difference N − 2m = 1, for up to a total photon number of N = 9. Lines y = +2
and y = −2 represent the upper and lower bounds of the CHSH inequality. We find that all the states violate the lower bound
of the inequality, reaching a value of −2.2, while none of the states violate the upper bound of the inequality.
V. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
Evidently, the results of Sec. IV do not comply with the statement 1 of the hypothesis presented in Sec. II. A
majority of the (N −m) :: m states (the N00N states and states with photon number difference N − 2m = 1 being
the only exceptions) do not exhibit any violation whatsoever of the two Bell’s inequalities in the considered balanced
and unbalanced homodyne setups. Thus, the violations of CH and CHSH inequalities by the (N −m) :: m states in
the considered homodyne-based setups do not support any connection between quantum nonlocality and the phase
sensitivity of the states. We note that the quadratures measured in a homodyne detection scheme depend on the local
oscillator coherent fields. However, the QFI and hence the QCRB only depend on the photon numbers of the two
mode quantum state. This supports the results that we find no simple relation between the CH and CHSH violations
in homodyne detection schemes, and the phase sensitivity for (N −m) :: m states, respectively.
In summary, we studied the Bell-type quantum nonlocality exhibited by the two-mode entangled Fock state super-
positions of Eq. (1), (N−m) :: m. We considered the quantum nonlocality of the states with respect to Clauser-Horne
and Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequalities in balanced and unbalanced homodyne detection schmes of Gilchrist et
al. [9] and Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz [13]. We made an attempt to identify the relationship between the quantum
nonlocality and the phase sensitivity of such states. We found that the Bell tests performed using the said homodyne-
based schemes do not support any connection between the two quantities for (N −m) :: m states of Eq. (1). Hence,
the amount of Bell violation in a homodyne setup as considered here may not be used to quantify sub-shot-noise sen-
sitivity. However, the connection of Bell violation and sub-shot-noise sensitivity in other quantum metrology schemes
remains a topic of ongoing research.
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Appendix A
Let ρ be the density operator corresponding to the (N −m) :: m state of Eq. (1), i.e.
ρ = |(N −m) :: m〉〈(N −m) :: m|
=
1
2
[
|N −m,m〉〈N −m,m|+ |m,N −m〉〈m,N −m|
+ e−i(N−2m)φ|N −m,m〉〈m,N −m|+ ei(N−2m)φ|m,N −m〉〈N −m,m|
]
. (A1)
The logarithmic negativity ε of the state can be calculated using the absolute sum of the negative eigenvalues N =
|∑i λi|, λi < 0 of the partial transpose of the density operator ρPT , as ε = log (1 + 2N ). The partial transpose of ρ
of Eq. (A1) is given by
ρPT = |(N −m) :: m〉〈(N −m) :: m|
=
1
2
[
|N −m,m〉〈N −m,m|+ |m,N −m〉〈m,N −m|
+ e−i(N−2m)φ|N −m,N −m〉〈m,m|+ ei(N−2m)φ|m,m〉〈N −m,N −m|
]
. (A2)
Diagonalizing the off-diagonal terms, ρPT of Eq. (A2) can be equivalently written as
ρ = |(N −m) :: m〉〈(N −m) :: m|
=
1
2
[
|N −m,m〉〈N −m,m|+ |m,N −m〉〈m,N −m|+ |ϕ1〉〈ϕ1| − |ϕ2〉〈ϕ2|
]
, (A3)
where |ϕ1〉 and |ϕ2〉 are normalized two-mode states given by
|ϕ1〉 = 1√
2
(
e−i(N−m)φ|N −m,N −m〉+ e−imφ|m,m〉
)
,
|ϕ2〉 = 1√
2
(
e−i(N−m)φ|N −m,N −m〉 − e−imφ|m,m〉
)
. (A4)
The eigenvalues of ρPT are {1/2, 1/2, 1/2, −1/2}. We notice that they are independent of the values of N and m.
Thus, the logarithmic negativity of all (N −m) :: m states is log 2.
Appendix B
The correlation function Π(α, β) of Eq. (16), for an (N −m) :: m state of Eq. (1), is given by
〈(N −m) :: m|Πˆ(α)⊗ Πˆ(β)|(N −m) :: m〉 =
1
2
[
〈N −m|Dˆ(α)(−1)nˆaDˆ(−α)|N −m〉〈m|Dˆ(β)(−1)nˆbDˆ(−β)|m〉
+ 〈m|Dˆ(α)(−1)nˆaDˆ(−α)|m〉〈N −m|Dˆ(β)(−1)nˆbDˆ(−β)|N −m〉
+ {exp(i(N − 2m)φ)〈N −m|Dˆ(α)(−1)nˆaDˆ(−α)|m〉 × 〈m|Dˆ(β)(−1)nˆbDˆ(−β)|N −m〉+ c.c.}
]
, (B1)
where we have used the fact that Dˆ(α)† = Dˆ(−α). Denoting displaced Fock states by Dˆ(α)|n〉 = |α, n〉, Eq. (B1) can
be rewritten as
〈(N −m) :: m|Πˆ(α)⊗ Πˆ(β)|(N −m) :: m〉 =
1
2
[
〈−α,N −m|(−1)nˆa | − α,N −m〉〈−β,m|(−1)nˆb | − β,m〉
+ 〈−α,m|(−1)nˆa | − α,m〉〈−β,N −m|(−1)nˆb | − β,N −m〉
+ 2Re{exp(i(N − 2m)φ)〈−α,N −m|(−1)nˆa | − α,m〉〈−β,m|(−1)nˆb | − β,N −m〉}
]
. (B2)
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Using the number basis expansion of states of the form |α, n〉 as given in Ref. [24], one can show that
(−1)nˆ|α,N −m〉 = (−1)n| − α, n〉. (B3)
Therefore, Eq. (B2) can be written as:
〈(N −m) :: m|Πˆ(α)⊗ Πˆ(β)|(N −m) :: m〉 =
(−1)N
2
[
〈−α,N −m|α,N −m〉〈−β,m|β,m〉+ 〈−α,m|α,m〉〈−β,N −m|β,N −m〉
+ 2Re{exp(i(N − 2m)φ)〈−α,N −m|α,m〉〈−β,m|β,N −m〉}
]
. (B4)
The inner product of displaced Fock states is given by [25]
〈−α,N −m|α,m〉 = exp(−2|α|2)
√
m!
(N −m)! (2α)
N−2mLN−2mN−m (4|α|2). (B5)
Using Eq. (B5) in Eq. (B4), the correlation function Π(α, β) for the (N −m) :: m state is found to be of the form
given in Eq. (17). Further, the two-mode Wigner function of the state can be written as
W (α, β) =
4
pi2
Π(α, β). (B6)
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